MyCIO
IT strategy management

A complete solution for
managing your IT strategy
and effectiveness, compliance,
risk management and
cyber security.

How well do you understand your IT operations?
As your business evolves, the need for IT and computer systems to support it become far greater, typically
requiring representation at board level or an experienced Chief Information Officer to oversee and direct the
policies and procedures that surround it.
Without the expertise, senior management often lose sight of the strategic advantages that IT can provide and
become out-of-touch with the fast-paced development of technology and the complications around
regulatory requirements of risk management and cyber security.
To mitigate financial risk to your business ask yourself:
• How secure is our system(s) in today's cyber security landscape?
• Where is our data held and who has access to it?
• How long would it take to recover our IT systems in the event of a disaster,
would it be successful and how would we operate in the interim?
• How much do we spend on IT, what are we spending it on and are we getting value for money?
• Is everything documented and compliant should there be a regulatory inspection?
• How can technology successfully facilitate our business growth?
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Need a solution?
Epoq IT has developed MyCIO, a fully managed solution that gives IT spend, compliance and
security control back to your business:
• A flexible and outsourced CIO service
• Cost effective packages for SMB’s based on monthly subscription
• Expert consultants highly experienced at working within regulated industries
Includes:
• A Business IT assessment audit and presentation to key stakeholders to deliver our findings; current cyber
security position, current disaster recovery position, compliance position in relation to IT systems,
effectiveness and value for money
• x12 Business issue management workshops per year, completely tailored to your needs.
These could include preparing for a regulatory inspection, post inspection remedial work,
planning a new software implementation, planning a new office or office move
• Quarterly business reviews to maintain alignment between your business and technology
• A dashboard to keep key stakeholders informed about the current IT status from a compliance
and commercial perspective.

MyCIO

IT strategy management

Fully managed

On demand
Add ons

Business IT assessment
Quarterly business review
Monthly business issues workshop
Security audit
IT budget planning
Application selection
Discovery workshop
Risk assessment
Productivity workshop
Regulatory compliance audit
Virtual IT department evaluation
SaaS audit
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